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Some Hollywood franchise has been as successful as the Slim series, featuring William Powell and Myrna Loy as sophisticated, witty detectives Nick and Nora Sanders, solving crimes with a martini in one hand and wire pinch-hair to boast Asta's fox in the other. Nora is a defect the society ranked, while Nick's work puts him in touch with
the world of couples with hooks, wet, secure, and ex-cons, and never far off a shake of dried matinis. The pair made 14 movies together, but are best known for six such Slim Man movies. The scheme all followed the basic formula similar to the first movie, The Thin, based on a smart story Dashiell Hammett. Nick and Nora are in some
glamorous place, she's got plenty of cocktails when they somehow find themselves in the middle of a murder or two, mixing up with handcuff Nick The Earth. There's usually a fatal femme, a beautiful ingenue in a row, a farm policeman, and a cast of Damon Runyonesque characters from the criminal demimond. They all wrapped up in a
mystery only Nick can solve, while Nora cooked up her own theory. After a few bits of gun work and undercover work (often with Asta discovering a key cycle), it all disagreements when Nick gathers all the suspects in the same room and eliminates them one by one until he is proceeding the killer. And you wouldn't know, it's still the
person you least suspect. The plots are so anticipated that the characters even begin to make fun of the whole stick in the fourth film. The joy of thin mans movies comes from the unlikely relationship between the two stars, the banten of funny light, the physical comedy the physical comedy, the dog, and of course, the drink. Nora is
fascinated by rough nick-and-fall life and especially her more insevocalated friends. And while she still claims to have married her for her money, Nick is a scratchy but devoted to her husband. It's not wrong that Powell is sugarly quality Nick, or that Loy paraded around every movie in a series of slinky, gorgeous governors and sharp suits
tailored showing his face. She's forever sportsmanship a collection of ridiculous, adorable hats showing off her daily nose little. They are witty, sophisticated, and usually a tipsy tipsy, and Asta can make backflips. What more could you want from a famous detector and group it to friends? The series is also fun to watch the fast creatures of
what the rich alagrane people did in the 1930s and 1940s -- or at least what films -- are expecting from them: night and dancing, alagrane restaurants, the rastra, pro wrestling, swanky dinner parties. The sets are actually fairly simple, shot mostly on sonstages and very expensive, but with fancy cars and clothing, and wearing design that
was meant to look spare, elegant, and modern. The film's producers thought Loy was wrong for the part of The Sociality Care, which claims she was better cast as an exotic tantres. But after the first film, the public was scared for more chemistry Powell-Loy, and five was produced after the original cops in 1934. The man in the title of
Hammett's original story actually refers to victims of murder, not nick Sanders. But audiences were supposed to be the reference to the slender star, and the studios keep the franchise going using those thin the error of the title of every consecutive film. Check out this list of the thin movies in order to output for more details on this engaged
series. Public Realm first and the best of the classic film series, The Mens Man introduces especially the tipsy charless and the antique to Asta, a wire-pen pleats sturdy fox and interventure to stele the scene. Wisely up and true to Hammett's crime novels, he still feels cool and funny. Don't miss Nicky's target practices with the Christmas
tree in their posh New York apartment. Paramount is almost as good as the first movie, after members of thin start where the original left off, and Nick and Nora arrive back on the west coast by train from their holiday vacation in New York. It features a juicy murder among Abe's high-stakes society, Asta Chase runs into a competitors for
Mrs Asta's attention, with a very young Jimmy Stewart in a key role. The third film picked up after the birth of Nick Jr. and took the Charless back to New York. Another thin person isn't nearly as good as the first two films, but they are still engaged with friendship. The murder mystery is very predictable, but it's just too bad Nick and Nora,
the good parents that they are, can't spend quite as much time drinking as they'd like. Enter fourth in the series so-so but are still serviceable. In the thin mother's shadow, little Nicky is old enough to speak, but it still prevents parents from drinking his domestic. Thank you Sky nick and Nora leave the boy at home when they head for the
pro wrestling games and race their horses. The killers take place in the rastrack this time, but the track is pretty forgettable. This may be the bottom of the Mens Mans Barrel. Nick's got his flask all right, but he's filled with cider, and he'll be home to Sycamore to see disagree, old dad. It's everything too whole, and the killer of the zanstral
door is kind of unequal. The war war probably pushed to draw the silly spy, and the code wretched Hayes to ensure that once Nora's slinky governor would be more prissy than revealing. It's not my favorite, but it's still Nick and Nora, twain wise. The latest film in the series is more like it: smoking clubs, hot jazz, and a floating gambling
casino. Hot-carriage! A bandleder gets pulled over, and Nick, Nora, and Asta better assemble their usual suspects and settle the kaper. They're joined by a fantastic cast: Gloria Grahame as the sultry singer, Jayne Meadows as a society lady, and Keenan Wynn as a johnny jike-joint that helps shirts to find their man. Not quite as good as
the first two, but not bad. Slim Man is the equivalent cinematic series of novels detect those that still have basic plot but keep their audience coming back because the characters are so compelling. They feel like old friends -- or, at least, kind of rich, entertain, pal, and well-dressed friends we wanted. Nicky, darling. Fix me another dry
martini. I've long been ravaged on services like Tripit, which totals and organizes your trip itineraries into a single application. Slices have been doing this for some time now, and today it's announced that it's coming to Android. We've been using Tlis for a few days now, and it's quickly finding a home in must-have our applications. The
premise is simple: You give Slice access to your e-mail account, and it keeps an eye on things, looking from receipts, confirmation orders and shipping ads. If it spots one, it gets sucked into the Tlis app for easy digestion. You've got quick access to current and previous orders, follow codes, stories and maps. Oh, and it will show you the
total number of import orders, as well as how much money you have spent. And you'll likely feel a little guilt and wonder where all that money goes. Just say. (Our Tests sucked in order all the way back to 2008 – things add up after a while.) The Slice layout is excellent. The main menu takes you to open orders, shipping orders, delivers
orders and full history. It is a little redundant because once you choose one of these sections, you can flip left or right to the others. But it still looks great. (Update: Slices apparently decided to change its main home screen between the time we got our advanced look and launch. The home screen to the right is what you should see on your
phone.) Tracking order is nicely done – you get easy access to the tracking number and service phone number, as well as the history of your package trip. You get a Google Maps, too, showing the shipping origin and destination city, and point in between, but that's really not all that useful for any sort of real time tracking. The long and
short of it is that Tlis is an excellent way to keep track of your online purchases and keep up with the orders along the way. It's also got the ability to squelch iTunes and Netflix purchases, which you'll likely have a bunch of over, so things stay nice and clean. We've got a slew of screen shots and some hands-on video -- and the download
link, of course -- after the break. Plus: Slices for Android Youtube links for mobile watch app launch Slice for Android to save you time, Track your package and get you to host slices to make package-tracking from your mobile phone a breeze, Help Whip Your Inbox in Forms and Simplify Shopping for all PALO ALTO , CA – March 8, 2012
– Today, Slices has announced the availability of its free online organization app on all Android devices. The Android release is the latest addition to Slice's suite of mobile and desktop tools targeted to simplify online shopping. With slices on your Android, you will never waste another minute sorting in old or entering tracking numbers. The
Slice app is the only service that gives Android users instant access to all their online shopping stories, makes shipment tracking and staying organized on-the-go easier than ever before. With the launch of the Android app, users will also be able to easily view and organize purchases made using Google Wallet. Slices make sense of
clutter in supermarkets by automatically pulling information from the electronic receipts of your email – including shipping notifications, tracking numbers, returning policies and customer service information – and compiling all relevant data in one place for one place, easy reference. Slices pass receipts from bricks-and-mortar details as
well as traditional e-commerce sites and daily contract sites. Slices have processed more than 10 million purchases to date. Slice's service was named the best package tracker for iPhone by Lifehacker and the company was included in List Inc. Magazine's start-ups to watch in 2012. Our number one request in the months leading up to
the holidays was for an Android release, said Scott Brady, CEO and co-founder of Slices. Our mobile platform is really the best way to use Tlis since it puts all the benefits of the right service to your fingers. With Slices on your Android, the days of roots around in your email for tracking numbers or customer service information are gone
long. Slices give you all the information you need, when you need it, in the bottoms of your hand. The Mobile Apps Tlis simplify your shopping by eliminating some common vessels: Need to remember what you ordered? We automatically track all your in-progress shipment on a single map as they make their way to your front door, with
detailed information about what's in the package, not just where it's coming from. Want to know where your stuff is? Notifications push us to let you know when a buyer has been shipped and when it gets delivered, so you never leave asking. Want to return something? Slices keep a copy of all your electronic receipts for easy access in
case you need them. Slices also provide you with often hard to find returns and customer service information. Returns made simple. Information on hard buyers found in your cluttered inbox? Slices consolidate your shopping history into one place so you don't have to log in to multiple websites, delve into receipts or manually search
emails files. From great details and daily deal sites to mom-and-pop shops online, we've got you covered. Where are all your money going? We provide purchase details beyond what's given in your credit card statement, which shows you exactly what you bought down to the individual item, not just where you bought it. Starting today, the
mobile slices app is available for all Android users in Google Play. The app is available with a downloadable widget that makes it even easier for Android users to follow package at a glance. Slices are also available as a desktop service for all Gmail and Yahoo! Mail users and for devices such as the iPhone Slice app at Apple Store. For
more information, visit . On Slices Tlis provides the simplest way to organize your purchases, saving you time and money. Slices automatically pull the information from electronic receipts to your inbox and make it easy to track the progress of your order, take advantage of price adjustment and see everything you've purchased, all in one
place. Based in Palo Alto, CA, Slices is privately held with funding from DCM, Lightspeed Venture Partners, Michael Birch, FLOODGATE, Innovation Endeavors (Eric Schmidt), and Rick Thompson. For more information, visit www.slice.com. www.slice.com.
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